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 One dollar per share. That was the verdict from accounting firm KPMG, which released its 2012 Robusta Report last month.
It’s a comprehensive look at the coffee industry, with a couple of surprises, but it boils down to this: Robusta coffee just keeps
on getting more and more expensive. Robusta is the coffee bean mostly used in inexpensive generic blends. Robusta coffee is

now the industry’s least profitable crop and the most expensive of the specialty market. When the price of coffee rises, so do the
economics of the entire industry. “The way most people look at it is, that if the price of coffee goes up, it’s a general good, and
everybody benefits,” says Mary Alice Perrin, a leading analyst with the independent research firm Packaged Facts. For years,

the theory has been that with more competition from Brazil and elsewhere, the costs of coffee will drop and the price will come
back down to the market. That theory is starting to wobble. For the first time since 1980, the KPMG report forecasts that the
price of Robusta coffee will be higher in 2013 than it was in 2012, after years of decline. And Robusta is now the industry’s

least profitable crop and the most expensive of the specialty market. It’s enough to make Starbucks Corp. CEO Howard Schultz
wince. “I am of the opinion that the cost of coffee is probably a determinant of what my competitors do in the marketplace. So I

am constantly looking at my own margins.” The industry is short-term focused. It pays to be competitive in the U.S., because
that’s where all the business is. “But in the long term, it’s a challenge to be economically competitive,” he says. “You can’t do

that without robusta coffee.” In the long run, the market may figure out a way to fill Starbucks’ cups. In the long term, there are
two plausible scenarios for the price of coffee. The first is a return to the $.50-a-pound price of less than a decade ago. KPMG

notes in its report that if the price were to fall to that level, total production and exports would double and become “self-
sustaining.” 82157476af
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